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1Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA, 2Department of Biomedical
Engineering, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269, USA, 3Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College, NH 03755,
USA.
Immunomagnetic assay combines the powers of the magnetic separation and biomarker recognition and
has been an effective tool to perform rare Circulating Tumor Cells detection. Key factors associated with
immunomagnetic assay include the capture rate, which indicates the sensitivity of the system, and
distributions of target cells after capture, which impact the cell integrity and other biological properties that
are critical to downstream analyses. Here we present a theoretical framework and technical approach to
implement a microscale magnetic immunoassay through modulating local magnetic field towards enhanced
capture and distribution of rare cancer cells. Through the design of a two-dimensional micromagnet array,
we characterize the magnetic field generation and quantify the impact of the micromagnets on rare cell
separation. Good agreement is achieved between the theory and experiments using a human colon cancer
cell line (COLO205) as the capture targets.
R
are cell separation has been an important emerging process towards early diagnosis of diseases such as
cancer1. In particular, Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs), referring to the cells that have shed into the
vasculature from a primary tumor site, and circulate in the bloodstream, have been demonstrated to be
clinically significant due to its values in cancer diagnosis, prognosis and treatment monitoring2–4. The detection
process usually involves the enrichment of the CTCs from interfering background hematocyte cells, before
carrying on subsequent analyses5. To overcome the challenges of the natural rareness, a variety of approaches
have been investigated towards efficient separation based on mechanisms such as adhesion6, filtration7, dielec-
trophoretic separation8, hydrodynamic manipulation9,10, and magnetic attraction11,12. Among these popular
methods, the magnetic activated system in combination with immunoassay (also known as ‘immunomagnetic
assay’) shows great potential, especially in its low detection limit, high sensitivity, specificity and throughput,
which are all necessary for effective clinical applications12.
Immunomagnetic assay usually works by selectively labeling the target cells with magnetic tags through specific
biomarkers, and using magnetic force generated by permanent magnets to drive the cells for separation. It has
been widely used for cell detecting, sorting and manipulating13–16, as summarized in previous review17. However,
in traditional immunomagnetic assays, the efficacy of the magnetic field generated by permanent magnets
(usually in the scales of centimeter or millimeter) is limited by the low value of magnetic field gradient and
the low density of traps. Consequently, the target cells and magnetic tags tend to be captured and aggregated in a
confined area. The aggregation may directly impact the structural integrity or quench the fluorescent signals from
the target cells, all of which may interfere with cell imaging, identifying and weaken the strength of this approach.
We propose a potential solution to the aggregation issue by modulating the in-channel magnetic field through
implementing microscale magnetic structures – ‘micromagnets’, which are designed to generate localized strong
magnetic field gradient upon magnetization and create multiple distributed capture sites.
Modulating magnetic field is critical in a variety of applications, such as cell proliferation regulating18, magnetic
particle trapping and manipulating19–21, and chemical kinetic modulation22,23. It usually associates with precise
confinement of the magnitude and distribution of the magnetic field and gradient. As for separation purposes,
several early studies have been reported on the integration of micromagnets with microfluidic systems. For
example, nickel micro-strips have been fabricated to separate leukocytes from whole human blood as magnetic
tracks24. Arrays of nickel posts are used in a microfiltration device to separate magnetic beads from non-magnetic
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patterned micromagnets are used to separate magnetic and non-
magnetic micro-particles from a mixed solution27,28.
However, for rare cancer cell studies, the aforementioned micro-
magnet structures might not serve the purpose. Since the cancer cells
are rather fragile29, the relatively large thickness (.5 mm) of the
previous structures might cause physical damages to the cells due
to collisions. Therefore, we pursue an ultra-thin structure with sub-
micrometer thickness to minimize possible damages to the cells.
Additionally, in the demonstrated applications using aforemen-
tioned micromagnets to sort targets with large sub-populations, such
as white/red blood cells24, magnetic/non-magnetic microbeads27,28,
separation efficiency is the major key parameter that matters.
However, when it comes to rare cell studies, each captured target cell
needs to be individually addressable, structurally distinguishable,
fluorescently visible, and potentially retrievable to facilitate down-
stream analyses. It posts extra requirements on avoiding cell aggrega-
tion. Therefore, we adopt an array design, anticipating the array
captures cells discretely and provide a promising tool to generate
better distribution of the captured CTCs.
In the proposed device, we take a multi-dimensional approach –
using permanent magnets for a long-range attraction, and using
thin-film micromagnets for short-range retaining. Since magnetic
field gradient increases as the size of the magnetic source downscaled,
the interactions between target cells and magnetic field can be sig-
nificantly enhanced on the channel substrate due to the ferromag-
netic micromagnets. The patterned thin-film micromagnet approach
is also appealing in that the magnetic field enhancement can be
realized at ultimately single cell resolution, and can be well controlled
by adjusting the geometries, materials, and distributions of the
micromagnets during the design and fabrication stages. More impor-
tantly, considering the small size of the micromagnets, they can be
easily implemented into most of the current immunomagnetic assays
seamlessly without affecting other functional components or sacrifi-
cing the system throughput.
In this paper, we demonstrate the enhanced capture and distri-
bution for CTCs detection by modulating the surface magnetic field
with low-profile microscale magnetic structures. We first present the
theoretical framework and analytical models to describe the physics
of the thin-film micromagnet array implementation. The model is
described with more details below in the Methods section. Briefly, a
two-dimensional micromagnet array model is taken to characterize
the magnetic field generated by the micromagnet elements, which
also helps define key parameters such as the effective range. In addi-
tion, we build a two-dimensional model simulating the immuno-
magnetic assay, and investigate the impact of the micromagnets on
rare CTCs detection with primary focus on altering the cell distri-
bution. Then, to validate our models, we perform screening experi-
ments using thin film micromagnets for the enrichment of COLO205
cells (a type of human colorectal cancer cell line) from whole blood
samples. Previous studies have revealed the similarities between cul-
tured cancer cells and CTCs from patients in terms of morphology30
and biomarker5. Therefore, cultured cancer cells have been widely
used to demonstrate CTC detection system, including PC3, SKBR-3,
T-24, MCF-7, and COLO2055,6,31–33. Here we choose a colorectal
cancer cell line (COLO205) as our separation target.
Results
Thin-film micromagnet design, magnetization and integra-
tion with immunomagnetic assay. The concept of the thin-film
micromagnet integrated with a microfluidic based immuno-
magnetic assay is illustrated in Figure 1(a), where ferromagnetic
thin films are patterned on the substrate of a microchannel. Target
CTCs are labeled with magnetic nanoparticles based on cancer specific
antibodies. When the blood sample flows through the microchannel,
CTCs are attracted by the permanent magnets, which are placed
outside the channel, and trapped by the thin film micromagnets on
the channel substrate while normal blood cells are unaffected and flow
out of the channel. It is noteworthy that during the experiments, the
microchannel is placed in an inverted orientation to take advantage of
the gravity in separating the CTCs from blood cells34.
Specifically, the geometries and layouts of the micromagnet array
can be defined using microfabrication techniques such as photolitho-
graphy. The entire device is placed on top of a permanent magnets
array. After being magnetized by the external magnetic field, the
ferromagnetic element generates strong localized field to increase
the magnetic force applied on the target cells, as shown in Figure 1(b).
The magnetization process of soft magnetic materials has been well
established using the concept of magnetic anisotropy and demagnet-
izing field, as shown in Figure 1(c)35. Briefly, upon application of an
external magnetic field Hext
!
with an angle to the net magnetization M
!
of the sample, M
!
is rotated by the torque exerted by Hext
!
with an
angle h from the equilibrium direction, which is usually the long axis.
In a permanent magnet analysis, for magnetic structure with large
aspect ratio (our case 20 mm5200 nm 5 10051), shape induced
anisotropy plays a dominate role in the magnetization process.
Therefore, the assumption h 5 0 is made to simplify the calculation,
only magnetization parallel to the long axis is considered. We incorp-
orate the magnetic anisotropy theory to describe the magnetization
process induced by the in-plane component of the external magnetic
field, which is parallel to the micromagnets.
Magnetic field and effective range characterization of the thin-
film micromagnets. We first calculate the magnetic field generated
by a single micromagnet element. In our system, the micromagnets
are made with nickel (Ni). The dimension of each micromagnet is
20 mm (width) 3 200 nm (thickness). The saturation magnetization
of nickel is found to be 55.1 emu/g36 (can be converted to volume
magnetization of Mes 5 4.9 3 105 A?m21). We plot the distribution of
both X and Y components of the magnetic field along horizontal lines
(240 mm , x , 40 mm), at three different heights (h 5 5 mm,
10 mm and 15 mm) on top of the micromagnet.
The results can be seen in Figure 2 ((a) Bx (b) By), in which the
micromagnet is shown as a gray box to indicate the position (size is
not to scale). The magnetic field curves are shape-coded according to
the heights of the plotting. The magnetic field generated by the
micromagnet decays fast in both vertical and horizontal directions.
Since the value of magnetic force is largely dependent on the prop-
erties of the targets, we study the gradient +B2 as an indirect but
objective measurement of the magnetic force. We plot the magnetic
field gradient (+B2) at the same heights. The results are presented in
Figure 2(c) (+B2x) and Figure 2(d) (+B
2
y). The negative values of the
gradient in Y direction indicate that the micromagnet generates
attractive force towards the micromagnet that helps retaining the cells.
To calibrate the strength of the micromagnets, we define the effec-
tive range of a micromagnet element as the distance where magnetic
force acting on the cells is equivalent to the gravitational force. As
shown in Figure 1(a), when the cells are on the bottom, they are
driven by the magnetic forces from the permanent magnets (Fm,p)
and micromagnets (Fm,m), and the gravitational force (Fg). To sim-
plify the calculation, friction force between the cells and the channel
surface is neglected37. The magnetic force generated by the perman-
ent magnets overweighs the other two, and dominates the motion of
the cancer cells34. Therefore, to investigate the effect of the micro-
magnets solely, we make the comparison between the gravitational
force and the magnetic force provided by the micromagnets.
According to our previous calculations, the gravitational force on a
single cancer cell is Fg 5 1.3 3 10212[N]34, and an equivalent mag-
netic force determines the threshold magnetic gradient to be
+B2~0:3 T2

m. Therefore, the vertical effective range (in Y dir-
ection) is determined to be 15 mm. As for the lateral range (in X
direction), we make the decision by examining the gradient at
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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10 mm on top of the micromagnets, which corresponds to the center
of the CTCs when trapped on the surface (typical diameter of CTCs is
,20 mm)7. The lateral range is found to be 615 mm. The fact that the
effective capture range of the micromagnet is comparable to the size
of a single cancer cell indicates that only a few cells can interact fully
with each micromagnet through its magnetic field. It helps distribute
cell populations across the substrate covered by the network of
micromagnet elements.
CTC clusters were discovered in the blood of cancer patients,
which might be clinically important, but the mechanism behind it
has not been fully understood38. Compared to single cell, a cluster is
easier to capture (refer to the derivation for the cell cluster motion in
the Methods section), and may cause errors in cell identification and
counting. To break the cell clusters, the cell suspension is mixed and
incubated with trypsin, which works by cleaving bonding proteins,
until over 90% of the cells are individually dispersed. Then the cell
suspension is spiked into the blood sample.
In addition, we perform calculations for micromagnet array (an
array of 3 elements linearly aligned is used as an example), with the
magnetization along the horizontal direction. The dimensions of
each micromagnet are consistent with the single element study
(20 mm 3 200 nm), and the edge-to-edge distance between adjacent
micromagnets is 100 mm. The magnetic field (X/Y components)
along a horizontal line 10 mm on top of the micromagnet array is
shown in Figure 3(a). The X/Y components of the gradient are shown
in Figure 3(b). The magnetic field and gradient generated by micro-
magnet array exhibits the same characteristics as single element, with
the profiles being spatial repetition of single micromagnet.
Impact of the micromagnet array on the rare CTC separation. To
investigate the impacts of the thin-film micromagnet array on rare
CTCs separation, we incorporate the micromagnets into a two-
dimensional theoretical model simulating a microchip based
immunomagnetic assay and trace the movements of the target
cells. Key design parameters of the microchip, and detailed
introduction are included in the Methods section. We divide the
motion of the target cells into two stages - (i) in free space and (ii)
on solid surface after hitting the channel substrate to obtain the final
locations of the captured cancer/target cells. More details about the
cell tracking algorithm can be found in the Methods section. In the
first stage, the cells are attracted by the permanent magnets and
gradually move towards the substrate as they flow through the
channel. In the second stage, cells continue moving under the
combined influence of the permanent magnets and micromagnets.
The calculated histograms of the final positions of the captured cells
are shown in Figure 4(a), (b) for micromagnet and plain slide
Figure 1 | Schematic of the patterned thin-film micromagnet integration, design and magnetization process. (a) Schematic of the microchip based
immunomagnetic assay integrated with micromagnets, and the major forces applied on the cells when they are on the substrate. (b) Concept of the
micromagnet design - after being magnetized by the external magnetic field, the ferromagnetic micromagnets generate strong localized field to increase
the magnetic force applied on the target cells. (c) Magnetization process of the soft-magnetic micromagnets using the theory of magnetic anisotropy and
demagnetizing field.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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(standard glass slide) separately. On plain slide, most of the cells are
captured and aggregated in a confined area, where the front edge of
the permanent magnet lies (refer to the paragraph about the
immunomagnetic assay model in the Methods section for the
position of the permanent magnet). In contrast, micromagnet slide
exhibits a broader cell distribution spectrum from the inlet to the
front edge of the permanent magnets as expected. We calculate the
average distance of all the captured cells to the inlet, and make the
comparison between the plain slides and micromagnet slides. Based
on the simulation data, the average distance on plain slide is 9.2 6
0.7 mm (n 5 150), and 7.9 6 2.5 mm (n 5 150) on micromagnet
slides. Compared to the plain slides, the micromagnets change the
average distance. The simulation results indicate that the micromagnet
array re-arranges the magnetic field inside the microchannel and
improves the distribution patterns of the captured CTCs.
Experimental results of separating CTCs from blood samples. To
verify the simulation results, we carry out screening experiments to
separate cultured COLO205 cells (human colorectal cancer cell line)
from blood samples. After the screening process, the experimental
slides are stained with three fluorescent dyes (DAPI, anti-cytokeratin
and anti-CD45) targeting different cellular components for
identification. Details of the experimental protocol are reported in
the Methods section. We could directly observe the target cells being
captured by the micromagnets under bright field microscope, as
shown in Figure 5(a), which confirms the magnetic attractive
interactions between the micromagnets and the CTCs. In
Figure 5(a), we could observe some roughness at the edges of the
micromagnets. These small structures could further increase the
magnetic field gradient nearby. However, considering their small
size (,2 mm) compared to the size of a cancer cell or a micro-
magnet, the effect of the roughness on the cell separation can be
neglected. In addition, we could observe the aggregation of the
magnetic nanoparticles around the micromagnets, as is shown in
the ‘‘brown stains’’ in Figure 5(a). The directional aggregation
pattern provides a simple clue to estimate the direction of the
magnetization of the micromagnets, as shown by the arrows in
Figure 5(a). Besides, the aggregated nanoparticles, as magnetic
materials themselves, can potentially increase the effective range of
the micromagnets. Figure 5(b) shows the fluorescent images of a
captured COLO205 cells (DAPI1, CK1 and CD452) and one
white blood cell (DAPI1, CK2 and CD451) for comparison.
Figure 3 | Magnetic field (a) and magnetic field gradient (b) of a linear array of three micromagnets. Figures are plotted 10 mm on top of the
micromagnet array.
Figure 2 | Magnetic field and gradient calculated for a single
micromagnet element (a) Bx, (b) By, and the magnetic field gradient
(c) +B2x and (d) +B
2
y . The gray box indicates the positions of the
micromagnet. The curves are plotted along horizontal lines (from 240 mm
to 40 mm) with different heights (h 5 5 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm) on top of
the micromagnet.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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We run experiments using micromagnet slides and plain slides in
parallel for comparisons. Figure 6(a) shows example location maps of
the captured CTCs on the micromagnet and plain slide respec-
tively. The black hexagon represents the top view of the microchan-
nel, and the blue dash boxes represent the permanent magnets.
Please note that the numbers in Figure 6(a) indicates the number
of cells found within one field-of-view of the microscope at the
corresponding location. They are too close to be individually marked
using the dots on the cell distribution map. We measure the positions
of the cells based on the distance to the channel inlet and generate the
distribution histogram in Figure 6(b). The average distance is 9.2 6
1.1 mm (n 5 129) on the plain slides, and 6.3 6 1.8 mm (n 5 151)
on the micromagnet slides. The micromagnets significantly change
the average distance (p 5 2e-20 , 0.05) based on a two-sample T test
and increase the variance (p 5 4.2e-6 , 0.05) based on a Levene’s
test. To better show the strong correlations between the simulation
and the experimental results, we make the normal probability plot
based on the cell locations, as summarized in Figure 7. Both plots
with micromagnet slides show left skewed distribution with large
variance. While both plain slides show narrow distribution in a very
confined area. The experimental data well verify the more spread out
distribution of the cells after the implementation of the microman-
gets as predicted by the simulations.
To quantify the comparison of the cell distribution, we define a
parameter ‘‘distribution uniformity’’ by calculating the number of
unit area (1 mm 3 1 mm) within the microchannel, which has at
least one captured cell to reflect the channel space occupancy. Based
on the surface area of the microchamber, about 350 unit areas are
used for the calculation. On plain slides, the uniformity is found to be
9 6 4% (n 5 4), while after the implementation, the micromagnets
change this value to 23 6 4% (n 5 4). The pattern-integrated chip
yields a significantly improved distribution uniformity in compar-
ison with plain chip by 14% on average (p 5 0.0044 , 0.05).
Meanwhile, we study the capture rates before and after the imple-
mentation of the micromagnets. The capture rate for plain slides is 79
6 18% (n 5 15), and for patterned slides is 98 6 9% (n 5 15). The
integration of the patterns significantly increases the capture rate by
19% on average (p 5 0.0012 , 0.05).
Discussion
The thin-film micromagnet integration improves the immunomag-
netic cell separation from two perspectives. Firstly, as individual
ferromagnetic piece, each micromagnet generates extra short-ranged
magnetic force to retain the CTCs on the surface. It helps reduce the
chances of losing cells and yield higher capture rates. Secondly, as an
array, it creates discontinuous capture sites to alleviate the harmful
aggregation issues of the immunomagnetic assay. Consequently, it
lowers the chance of fluorescent quenching and facilitates the cell
imaging, identifying and counting.
To adapt the micromagnet towards different applications, the
geometry needs to be carefully tailored. Key parameters include lat-
eral dimension (2 3 w), thickness (2 3 h) of single micromagnet
element and spatial periodicity of the micromagnet array (s1, s2...), as
illustrated in Figure 1. The lateral dimension determines the effective
range of individual micromagnet. Larger the size, broader the area get
affected. Using advanced fabrication techniques, such as E-beam
lithography, the lateral dimension of the micromagnet can be even
reduced down to nano-scale. However, given the size of the target
CTCs (,20 mm), nano-scale magnets are not strong enough to hold
the cells. Meanwhile, thickness affects the system performance both
hydrodynamically and magnetically. On one hand, in-channel struc-
tures can be used to disturb the hydrodynamic flow in the channel,
creating additional vertical flows as a micro-scale mixer, which
increase the interactions between the cells and substrate for better
capture38,39. However, thick micromagnets increase the shear stress
Figure 4 | Simulation results of the imapcts of micromagnets on rare cell
detection. Distribution histogram of the captured CTCs of (a)
micromagnet slide and (b) plain slide.
Figure 5 | Immunomagnetic CTC screening experimental results. (a) Observation of COLO205 cell being captured by the micromagnet with bright field
microscope confirms the attractive interactions between CTCs and the micromagnet. The aggregation patterns of the magnetic nanoparticles
can help estimate the direction of the magnetization of the micromagnets, as indicated by the arrows. (b) Fluorescent signal of the CTCs and WBCs of
three dyes (DAPI, CK, CD45). CTCs are DAPI1, CK1 and CD452, and WBCs are DAPI1, CK2 and CD451.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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that might cause damage to the cells. On the other hand, thickness
also determines the magnitude of the magnetic force and the effective
range of the micromagnets. As an array, the spatial periodicity can
be engineered to adjust the distribution of the captured CTCs.
Appropriate spatial periodicity is mainly determined by the effective
range of single micromagnet element. Beyond this value, cells are
stagnated at the entrance of the micromagnet array. Whereas below
this value, the chances of cells hitting upon a micromagnet in their
trajectories become so low that the effect of the micromagnets can
almost be neglected. These factors need to be well balanced in search-
ing for an optimum micromagnet design.
In this paper, we present the design, modeling and analyses of a
microscale magnetic immunoassay, using patterned thin-film
micromagnet array to modulate local magnetic field towards
CTC capture with enhanced sensitivity and distribution. We cal-
culate the magnetic field generated by the thin film micromagnets,
and determine the vertical effective range to be 15 mm, and lateral
range 615 mm. To investigate the impact of the micromagnet
array on altering the distribution of the captured cells, we incorp-
orate the micromagnets into a 2D model simulating the immuno-
magnetic assay and observe an extended distribution spectrum.
We also carry out experiments with COLO205 cells to validate
the simulations. In the comparison between micromagnet and
plain slides, we observe an average 19% increase in capture rate,
and 14% increase in distribution uniformity. The thin-film micro-
magnets design enables effective immunomagnetic assay for rare
cell studies.
Methods
Calculation of the magnetic field generated by the thin-film micromagnets. To
quantify the strength of the our thin film micromagnets, we adopt an analytical
model to describe the magnetic field generated by soft magnetic structure with
rectangular shape40. In a simplified two-dimensional model (simulating the cross-
section of the micromagnets, as shown in Figure 8(a)), a rectangular element (width 2
3 w, height 2 3 h) centering with respect to the origin in the x–y plane is magnetized
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Here m0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. Please note that we modify the
magnetization direction and geometry notations from the original equations in order
to be consistent.
Equation (1), (2) can be used to calculate the magnetic field generated by a single
micromagnet. For micromagnet array, the total magnetic field can be computed based
on super-position theory, i.e. the total magnetic field is the linear summation of
magnetic field generated by each micromagnet within the array. Consider an array of
Ne elements (indexed with n 5 0, 1, 2, 3… Ne 2 1) with the first element centered with
respect to the origin, and all the other micromagnets linearly positioned along the
x-axis with distance sn to the first element, as illustrated in Figure 8(b). The nth
element is centered at x 5 sn on the x-axis, whose magnetic field can be calculated by
shifting the coordinate system used in the 0th component as follows:
Figure 6 | Experimental results of spiked COLO205 cells. (a) Top-view locations of the captured COLO205 cells on plain slide and micromagnet slide,
respectively. The black hexagon boxes represent the microchannels, and the blue boxes indicate the positions of the permanent magnets. (b) Distribution
histogram of the captured CTCs from micromagnet slide and plain slide, respectively.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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B nð Þx x,yð Þ~B 0ð Þx x{sn,yð Þ ð3Þ B nð Þy x,yð Þ~B 0ð Þy x{sn,yð Þ ð4Þ
Please note that Figure 8(b) is essentially the cross-section shown in Figure 1(b).
Eventually, the total field of the element array can be obtained by adding up the field
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Magnetic separation and cell tracking algorithm. In order to investigate the
influence of the micromagnets on the separation of rare cells, we build a theoretical
model to trace the target cells. We divide the motion of the target cells into two stages -
(i) in free space and (ii) on solid surface after hitting the channel substrate. In the first
stage, permanent magnets provide the primary long-range attraction. Motions of a
single cell is determined by the magnetic force (Fm,cell) and the drag force (Fd,cell), each






Figure 7 | Normal probability plots of the cumulative probability of finding cells at certain locations from micromagnet and plain slides, respectively.
(a), (c) are the plots with micromagnet slides, both showing a left skewed distribution with larger variance. (b), (d) are the plots with plain slides,
showing a narrow distribution in a confined area.
Figure 8 | Analytical models to calculate the magnetic field generated by
the thin-film micromagnets. (a) a single micromagnet element
magnetized along the x axis. (b) an array of micromagnet elements aligned
linearly on the substrate, with certain periodicity.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Here g is the medium viscosity, Rc is the radius of the cells, Dvcell is the relative cell
velocity to the medium, m0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, B is the magnetic






Here Rp is the radius of the magnetic nanoparticles used to label the cells, Dxp is the
magnetic susceptibility of the nanoparticle, and N is the number of nanoparticles per
cell. Assuming the cells are in quasi-static motion, which equates the drag force to the










In the second stage, cells are already on the substrate of the microchannel and
continue moving. To determine the final capture locations, we set up the criteria that
if the value of the velocity perpendicular to the substrate vy
!  became larger than the
component parallel to the substrate vx
!  with a factor l (Equation (12)), the cells are
fully stopped because the forces on the cells tend to stop them more than pushing
forward.
vy
! wl: vx!  ð12Þ
Otherwise, the cells keep moving on the substrate until the condition in Equation (12)
is met24. Therefore, the short-range retaining force provided by the micromagnets
essentially increases the value of vy
! , creating additional sites that meet these criteria
for a firm capture.
Motion of the cell cluster. Considering a cell cluster contains n single cells, the





The drag force is dependent on the effective hydrodynamic size of the cluster, and can
be computed as:
Fd,cluster~6pgRclusterDvcluster ð14Þ
Under the same quasi-static motion assumption (Fd,cluster 5 Fm,cluster), the relative





Based on the relation between a cluster and a single cell in their effective sizes Rcluster ,
n ? Rc, the relative velocity of the cluster is always larger than the value of a single cell:
DvclusterwDvcell ð16Þ
Equation (16) indicates that the cell cluster is more responsive to the magnetic
attraction and is expected to be captured more easily.
Parameters used in the calculations are: Dxp~5 SIð Þ, Rp 5 50 nm, Rc 5 7.5 mm, g
5 1023 kg?m21?s21, m0 5 4p 3 1027 T?m?A21, flow rate Q 5 2.5 ml/hr, the number of
particles per cell N 5 2500 , 3500. For the stopping factor, we first find l 5 1.2 to
match the theoretical and experimental results of the plain slides, and then the same
value is used for the micromagnet patterned slides.
Immunomagnetic assay model. The two-dimensional model representing cross-
section of the microchip based immunomagnetic assay is shown in Figure 9(a). The
dimensions of the model are identical to those of the real device (channel height 5
500 mm, length 5 30 mm). Cells are released from left side of the channel, with initial
positions uniformly aligned from the bottom to the top of the microchannel. The cell
count is set to be 150 to match the value in the spiked experiments. The flow rate is
selected to match the experiment condition 2.5 ml/hr. Flow field inside the
microchannel follows a standard parabolic flow profile. In Figure 9(a), the gray box
represents the permanent magnets, with a length of 18 mm. The normalized
magnetic flux density generated by the permanent magnets inside the microchannel
is calculated using FEM simulation software, and is shown in Figure 9(b). The
magnetic field is getting stronger when it is close to the permanent magnets, especially
the edges of the permanent magnets.
Micromagnet fabrication. The micromagnets can be easily fabricated using standard
microfabrication techniques. Firstly, the photoresist is spin-coated onto the standard
glass slide. Patterns of the micromagnets are then defined on photoresist by selective
exposure to UV light through a photo-mask. Next, chromium layer is deposited as the
adhesion layer, after which the nickel layer is deposited to form the micromagnet
structure. In the final step, lift-off technique is used to remove the photoresist and
leaving behind the micromagnets array. Detailed fabrication process of the
micromagnets is introduced in our previous report41. Based on the total surface
area of the microchamber and the periodicity of the micromagnet array, the total
number of micromagnet element on one chip is estimated to be ,8750, about 25
elements per mm2.
Cell screening experiment protocol. The COLO205 cell suspension is first mixed
and incubated with trypsin (0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (1X), Phenol Red, Life
Technology) for 5 minutes to break the cell clusters and ensure the cells flow through
the microchannel individually. Observe the cells under the microscope until over 90%
of the cells are individually dispersed, otherwise increase the incubation time a few
more minutes, and check for dissociation every 30 seconds. Then same amount of cell
culture medium (RPMI 1640 with 5% fetal bovine serum) is added to the suspension
to neutralize the trypsin. A cell suspension (10 , 20 mL) containing approximately
,150 cells is spiked into 2.5 mL aliquot of blood sample acquired from healthy
donors. Then, magnetic nanoparticles (FerrofluidTM, Janssen Diagnostic, LLC), which
are functionalized with cancer specific antibodies anti-EpCAM, are added to the
blood samples to label the COLO205 cells. The typical diameter of this particle is
around 100 nm. PBS is used to fill the microchannel before introducing the blood
sample to eject air bubbles at the flow rate of 5 ml/hr. The blood sample is then driven
through the microchannel at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/hr with a syringe pump. After the
screening, PBS is introduced to wash the remaining blood and to remove unwanted
cells. After flushing, 1 mL of ice-cold acetone is introduced at the flow rate of 2.5 mL/
hr to the channel to fix cancer cells onto the substrate. The sample slide is then
disassembled and dried and stored in fridge (4uC) before staining. Detailed
introduction of the experimental and fluorescent staining protocols can be found in
our previous reports11.
Blood specimen collection. Blood samples are drawn from multiple healthy donors
after obtaining informed consent under an IRB-approved protocol. Written informed
consents were obtained from all participants. This study was approved by the
Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) and the Advisory Committee on Human
Research at the University of Texas at Austin. All experiments were performed in
accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. All specimens are collected and stored in
CellSave tubes (Veridex, Janssen Diagnostic, J&J).
Capture rate. The capture rate is defined as follows: when preparing the cell
suspension for the spiked sample, the same amount of cell suspension is dropped on
two glass slides and used as control samples. The capture rate is calculated by dividing
the number of cells found from the spiked samples by the average number of cells
found on the control slides. Since the number of cells in each aliquot cannot be very
accurately known, chances are that more cells are spiked into the blood samples than
Figure 9 | Analytical model of the microchip based immunomagnetic
assay. (a) 2D model represents the microchip for rare cells detection.
Liquid flow inside the channel follows standard parabolic profile. Cells are
released from one side of the channel with uniform initial positions. (b)
Magnetic field inside the microchannel generated by the permanent
magnets. The area displayed is corresponding to the space inside the
microchannel (30 mm 3 500 mm).
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the control slides, which could result in a nominal over 100% capture rate. One can
normalize the data to 100%, but we choose to present the original data for
comparison.
Statistical analysis. Data are reported as mean 6 standard deviation of the mean as
noted. Assuming groups have a normal distribution and homogenous variances, the
group means are compared by an independent two sample T-test, and the variances
are compared using a Levene’s test. Differences are considered significant at the 95%
confidence level (p , 0.05).
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